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Abstract

Reliable multicast protocols have gained popularity with
active services contribution where routers implement ad-
ditional functionalities. Contributing mainly to feedback
implosion problems, retransmission scoping and cache of
data, these active protocols open new perspectives for
achieving high throughput and low latencies on wide-area
networks. In this paper, we define generic protocols with
active services and present a throughput analysis of the var-
ious mechanisms proposed in existing protocols, i.e. ARM
and AER. The main contribution consists in the analysis of
the local recovery facility with different NACK suppression
strategies and the potential of the subcast feature. Some in-
sights on dimensioning active networks are also provided.

1 Introduction

Multicast is the process of sending every single packet to
multiple destinations. Motivations behind multicast facili-
ties are to handle one-to-many communications in a wide-
area network with the lowest network and end-system over-
heads. In contrast to best-effort multicast, that typically tol-
erates some data losses and is more suited for real-time au-
dio or video for instance, reliable multicast requires that all
packets are safely delivered to the destinations.

Desirable features of reliable multicast include low end-
to-end delays, high throughput and scalability. Meeting
these objectives is not an easy task and reliable multicast
is known to be a very difficult problem. Earlier reliable
multicast protocols took the end-to-end solution to perform
loss recovery. Most of them fall into one of the follow-
ing classes: sender-initiated, receiver-initiated and receiver-
initiated with local recovery protocols. In sender-initiated
protocols, the sender is responsible for both the loss detec-

tion and the recovery [13]. These protocols do not scale
well to a large number of receivers due to the ACK implo-
sion problem. Receiver-initiated protocols move the loss
detection responsibility to the receivers. They use NACKs
instead of ACKs. However they still suffer from the NACK
implosion problem when a large number of receivers have
subscribed to the multicast session. In receiver-initiated
protocols with local recovery, the retransmission of a lost
packet can be performed by any receiver in the neighbor-
hood [1], a designated receiver [10, 14] or a logging server
[3] in a hierarchical structure.

All of the above schemes do not provide exact solutions
to all the loss recovery problems. This is mainly due to
the lack of topology information at the end hosts. Recently,
the use of active network concepts [12] where routers them-
selves could contribute to enhance the network services by
customized functionalities have been proposed in the mul-
ticast research community. Contributing mainly on feed-
back implosion problems, retransmission scoping and cache
of data, active reliable multicast protocols open new per-
spectives for achieving high throughput and low latency on
wide-area networks.

ARM (Active Reliable Multicast) [7] and AER (Active
Error Recovery) [6] are two protocols that use active ser-
vices. In both protocols, the main contribution of active
services is a best-effort cache of data packets to permit lo-
cal recoveries. However, they differ in the strategy adopted
for solving the NACK implosion problem. ARM adopts
a global suppression strategy: a receiver experiencing a
packet loss sends immediately a NACK to the source. Ac-
tive services in routers then consist in the aggregation of the
multiple NACKs. In contrast, AER uses a local suppression
strategy inspired from the one used by SRM and based on
local timers at the receivers: prior to send a NACK packet,
a receiver initiates a timer and waits for a random amount
of time. If it receives a NACK for the same packet, it would
cancel the timer, suppress its NACK and behave exactly as
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if it has sent the NACK itself. In this case, the active routers
have in charge to indicate to the receivers that one of them
has issued a NACK for a given packet. Implementation of
this service can be done by multicasting to the other re-
ceivers the NACK packet. In addition, an active router in
ARM would send the repair packet only to the set of re-
ceivers that have sent a NACK packet (subcast). In AER,
the active router simply multicasts the repair packet to all
its associated receivers.

Cache of data implemented as an active service permits
the local recovery of loss packets. Kasera et al. [4] have
analytically shown that protocols using local recovery ex-
hibit better performances. They use an analytical frame-
work originally proposed by Pingali et al. [11]. This frame-
work was also adopted in the literature to perform other
analysis of reliable multicast protocols [8, 5]. In [5], the
authors have analyzed protocols that benefit from subcast
facilities by using multiple multicast groups or channels.
However local recovery and the global NACK suppression
were not investigated.

None of these works have analytically investigated to-
gether the three active services: local recovery, NACK sup-
pression strategies and subcast. One of our contributions in
this field consists in the analysis of the local recovery with
different NACK suppression strategies and the potential of
the subcast feature. In an attempt to help for active networks
dimensioning, we also address the constraints put on active
routers processing power for achieving better performances
than traditional non active approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our generic
reliable multicast protocols with active support are pre-
sented in section 2. Section 3 presents the network model
and the general assumptions associated to the processing
cost analysis presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the
numerical results and section 6 concludes.

2 Generic reliable multicast protocols

In this section, we describe 5 generic reliable multicast
protocols from which the generic models are derived. These
protocols are called ��� , ��� , ���� , ��� and ���� . All these proto-
cols benefit from the cache of packets at the active routers.
However, they differ from each other in the strategy for the
NACK suppression and whether subcast is used or not.

A NACK packet is assumed to follow the reverse path
of the data packet. This assumption is essential for tak-
ing advantage of active services. This behavior can be im-
plemented by using a dedicated routing service for NACK
packets or to make a receiver know the identity of the active
router to which it is attached [6].

Also, in order to limit the processing overheads of du-
plicate NACKs, the source and the active routers discard all
similar NACKs for a given amount of time. For the anal-

ysis, we will assume that the “duplicate discard” period is
well chosen. Therefore, no duplicate NACKs will trigger a
new retransmission.

How to implement the subcast feature is not addressed
in this paper. We will assume simply that active routers in
the network store the soft state of the NACKs which are
necessary to perform the subcast [5, 7]. It has been shown
in [5] that active routers need only a few hundreds of bytes
per multicast session to support the subcast functionality.

Finally, we will call local group the set of receivers
linked to the same active router. If there are several ac-
tive routers on the path, the nearest one, from the receiver
perspective, is taken.

2.1 Description of protocol � �

� � uses the global suppression of NACK packets. A
receiver experiencing a packet loss sends immediately a
NACK to the source. The active routers have in charge the
aggregation of NACK packets in order to forward only one
NACK to the source. � � has the following properties:

	 the source multicasts data packets at the multicast ad-
dress subscribed to by all the receivers.

	 upon reception of a data packet, an active router stores
the packet in its cache, if possible, and forward it
downstream in the multicast tree.

	 upon detection of a packet loss, a receiver sends imme-
diately a NACK towards the source and sets a timer.

	 upon reception of a NACK packet, an active router
sends the corresponding repair packet, if available, to
all the receivers composing its local group. Otherwise,
it sends the NACK to the source.

	 upon reception of a NACK packet, the source multi-
casts the repair packet to all receivers at the multicast
address.

2.2 Description of protocols � � and � ��

� � uses the NACK local suppression strategy. The re-
ceivers wait for a random amount of time prior to send a
NACK to the source. The goal is to generate only one
NACK per group of receivers in the multicast tree. � � is
similar to L1 described in [4] (which is itself a generic ver-
sion of AER [6]). Both use NACK local suppression but
��� performs this suppression only within the end receivers
linked to a same active router. In contrast, L1 would also do
local suppression within intermediate nodes located at the
same level in the multicast tree. Our generic protocol does
not use local suppression between nodes located at the same
level in the multicast tree. The reason is not to overload the
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active routers. Like P2 and P3 [5], � � performs NACK sup-
pression based on timers [1]. Whereas P2 and P3 do not
perform any local recovery and adopt a strategy based on
multiple group channels, � � benefits from the contribution
of active routers [6] as will be described below:

	 the source multicasts data packets at the multicast ad-
dress subscribed to by all the receivers.

	 upon reception of a data packet, an active router stores
the packet in its cache, if possible, and forward it
downstream in the multicast tree.

	 upon detection of a packet loss, a receiver waits for a
random amount of time. Only then it would send a
NACK packet to the source and sets a timer.

	 when a receiver is waiting to send a NACK, the recep-
tion of a similar NACK, from its active router, would
make the receiver to cancel its NACK, set a timer and
behave as if it has sent the NACK itself. If during the
waiting time it receives the repair packet, then the re-
ceiver quits the recovery process.

	 upon reception of a NACK from downstream, an active
router multicasts the repair packet, if available, to its
local group. Otherwise, it multicasts the NACK to both
the source and its local group, excepting on the NACK
incoming link. The desire behavior is to perform the
NACK local suppression.

	 upon reception of a NACK packet, an active router
sends the corresponding repair packet, if available, to
all the receivers composing its local group.

	 upon reception of a NACK packet, the source multi-
casts the repair packet to all receivers at the multicast
address.

���� is identical to � � in performing a local NACK sup-
pression among receivers of the same local group. However,
it benefits from the subcast facility from the source. It is dif-
ficult for active routers that already perform the local NACK
suppression to also implement a subcast service: they are
unable to know the identity of the receivers that have expe-
rienced a loss since they do not receive all the generated
NACKs in their local group. Therefore in � �� , receivers
linked to an active router that performs local NACK sup-
pressions do not benefit from the subcast feature whereas
free receivers will benefit from the subcast directly from the
source.

2.3 Description of protocols � � and � ��

Active routers that perform a global NACK suppression
strategy as in � � can easily implement the subcast service
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Figure 1. Network Model.

since they know the identity of the receivers that have ex-
perienced a loss because they receive all the corresponding
NACKs. Therefore we define here the protocol ��� which
is similar to � � in performing a global NACK suppression
strategy but also implements the subcast service within ac-
tive routers in addition to the NACK suppression service.
We also define the protocol ���� that behaves as ��� but also
benefits from the subcast facility from the source.

3 Network model and hypothesis

The network model used in the study is similar to the
one used in [4]: one source multicasts data packets to



re-

ceivers through a packet network composed of a fast core
network and several slower edge access networks. We will
call source link the set of point-to-point links and traditional
routers that connects the source to the core network. Sim-
ilarly, a tail link is composed of point-to-point links and
routers connecting a receiver to the core network (see Fig.
1). We only consider active routers at the edge of the core
network. This is due to the fact that the core network is re-
liable and runs at a very high-speed. Adding complex pro-
cessing functions inside the core network will slow down
the packet forwarding functions.

Our network model differs from the one used in [4] as �
routers among the � possible can be active, ��������
(Fig. 1). Particular cases where ���� and ����� will be
considered in the study. Each active router ��� is responsible
of � receivers


 � ����������� 
 � � forming a local group. These
receivers associated with the F active routers are said linked.
The other receivers are said free.

For the loss model, we will consider that the core net-
work is reliable, as mentioned previously. For the other
links (the source link or the tail links), the loss probability is
noted !#" . Therefore, the end-to-end probability of a packet
loss perceived by a receiver is !$�&%('*)+%,'-!."0/ � . The losses
are assumed to be temporally independent and those at the
tail links are assumed to be mutually independent. We will
also assume that NACK packets are never lost.

For this analysis, we will consider that active routers are
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Table 1. Notation�����
the total processing time per packet at the source for � � pro-
tocols, ��� �
	�	 � .� � �
the total processing time per packet at a linked receiver for� � protocols, ��� �	�	 � .� ������ � ����� respectively, the total processing time per packet at a free re-
ceiver for � � and � �� protocols, ��� �
	�	 � and ��� � � � .� � �� � � ����� respectively, the total processing time per packet at an active
router

� � ( � � �	�	 � ) for � � and protocols � �� protocols,��� �	�	 � and ��� � � � .����
mean throughput achieved by node � with the  protocol.���
mean throughput achieved by the  protocol.��! � �#" respectively, the processing time for sending a data packet
and to receive a NACK packet.��! � �$" respectively, the processing time for receiving a data packet
and to send a NACK packet.�$%
time to process a timeout�'&! � �'&" respectively, the processing time for sending a data packet
and to receive a NACK packet for an active router.��&! � ��&" respectively, the processing time for receiving a data packet
and to send a NACK packet for an active router.( � number of retransmission of a packet at the source until all
active routers and all free receivers have correctly received
the packet.(*) � (,+ same as

( � when � �.- , respectively � �0/ .(*1 � (*2 number of retransmission of a packet at an active router un-
til one, respectively all, associated linked receivers have cor-
rectly received the packet.( & number of retransmission of a packet at the source until an
active router has correctly received the packet.(,3
number of retransmission of a packet at the source until a
receiver (linked or free) has correctly received the packet.

always able to perform local recoveries. Justifications of
this assumption can be found in [9].

For � �� and � �� protocols, we assume that the subcast
from the source is performed thanks to active routers lo-
cated between the source and the � active routers and the
free receivers. Since the role of these active routers is lim-
ited to the subcast service, they are never the bottleneck.

4 Throughput analysis

Similar to the approach taken by Pingali et al. in [11],
our analysis uses the processing requirements of the proto-
cols rather than the bandwidth requirements. The maximum
throughput achievable by a protocol depends on the pro-
cessing time per packet at the various nodes in the multicast
tree. For example, the total processing time per packet at the
source includes the initial transmission time, all the retrans-
missions, and NACK overheads necessary for achieving a
correct reception of the packet by all the receivers.

The notation used in the study is listed in table 1. We will
also use the notation )54./ 6 to refer to 798:4,)  � 4./ . For space
limitation, we will not be able to include the probability
distribution and the mean of each random variable used in
this paper. They can be found in [9].

4.1 Protocol � �

We begin by analyzing the processing requirements at
the source: a data packet is sent ; � time until all active
routers and free receivers have correctly received it. The
source receives for this packet � )<;>= '�% / NACKs from
active routers and ) � ' �-/+� )?;A@ ' %�/ NACKs from free
receivers. The processing time per packet at the source can
therefore be written:B�C DFEHGJILK B�C M E I�B'C DONPI�QRTSUR B'C MWVPIYX[ZJ\:Q R^] X S \5_ R B'C Ma`JIbX0ZJ\5\cB'C DedYI

(1)

Replacing fhg ; =�i and fhg ; @Pi by their expressions [9]
gives:B'C D E$G I:KjB'C M E IB'C D N I^Q.k S lbmZnX l m Q R^] X S \5_ lZnX lpo B�C DUdbI

(2)

Note that the � � protocol with no active routers ( �&�  )
is identical to the � � protocol described in [11]. By setting
���� in eq. (2) we have a similar result as eq. (11) stated
in [11]: B'C DFEHGJILK9B'C MrqsI�B'C DONPI�Qht lZnX l B'C D d I (3)

When all routers have active services, we find:B�C D EHG ILK9B'C MWuvI�B�C D N I$Q ] lbmZ�X l m B'C DedHI (4)

The processing time at a receiver depends on whether it
is linked or free. A linked receiver receives a data packet; � times with probability )+%,'-! " / . It sends back )<; @ ' % /
NACKs towards the source, and so processes )<;>@-'xw / 6
timeouts. This gives the following expression:B'C yOEHGJILK R Z�X lbm \YB'C Mrz{IB'C y N I�Q lZnX l B'C yLdYITQ lL|ZnX l B'C yL}^I (5)

In contrast, a free receiver receives the data packet ; �
times with probability ) % ' ! / . It sends )?;A@ ' % / NACKs
and processes )?;A@ '~w / 6 timeouts, giving the following
equation:B'C y EHG� ILK R ZbX l \bB'C M E IB�C y$NPI:Q lZnX l B'C y d I?Q lL|ZnX l B'C y } I (6)

If � �  , meaning that all receivers are free, we have an
expression similar to that of protocol � � found in [11]:B'C y EHG� ILK R ZYX l \LB'C Mrq�IPB'C y N IbQ lZnX l B'C ybdHI<Q lL|ZnX l B'C yL}^I (7)

For an active router � � , it receives packets like a free re-
ceiver: a data packet is received ; � times with probability
)+%,'-! " / . It forwards the packet ; � times to its B linked re-
ceivers until they correctly receive the packet. It receives
� )5fhg ;�@ i ' %�/ NACKs from its B linked receivers and
sends back )<;���' %�/ NACKs to the source. These NACKs
have been issued by the linked receivers due to a packet loss
at the source link so we have:
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B'C � EHG� ILK R Z�X lbm \ B'C M E IHB'C y VN I�Q.B'C Mrz I�B�C D VN IQ[_ N��� N B'C D Vd I�Q N����� N�� B'C y Vd I (8)

If all routers are active, we find:B'C � E$G� I:K R Z�X lbm \:B�C MWuvI�B'C y VN I Q.B'C MazpI�B'C D VN IQ[_ N��� N B�C D Vd I�Q N����� N�� B'C y Vd I (9)

4.2 Protocols ��� and � ��

For the analysis of the � � protocol, we will assume that
the random waiting time of receivers are well chosen in or-
der to generate only one NACK per local group.

In this protocol, both the source and the free receivers
behave like in the � � protocol. Consequently, we have the
same equation for them: eq. (1) and eq. (6) respectively.
For a linked receiver, we have:B'C y E	�
ILK R Z�X lbm \ B'C Mrz I�B�C y$NPI�Q
��  2�� ���z R B'C y d I�QxB�C D d I \UQ N ���� N B'C y } I (10)

The first term indicates how many times a linked receiver
receives a data packet. The second and the third terms cor-
respond respectively to NACKs that were sent and received
by a linked receiver in the process of NACK local suppres-
sion. The last term represents the processing overhead for
the )<;A@ ' w / 6 timeouts.

An active router receives a data packet from the source; � times with probability )+% ' !#" / . It sends the packets
to its linked receivers ; � times. Thanks to the NACKs
local suppression task performed by the receivers, the active
router receives only one NACK per packet loss. In total, it
receives )<; � ' %�/ NACKs. The active router would forward
the NACKs to the source and to the other receivers if it does
not have the packet: that makes ! " )?; � ' %�/ NACKs where
! " is the loss probability at the source link. Finally we find:B'C � E��� IbK R Z�X lbm \:B�C M E I�B'C y VN I�Q.B�C MazpI�B'C D VN I�QR B�C M z IYXhZJ\ B'C D Vd I$Q l m R B'C M z IYXhZJ\ B'C y Vd I (11)

If all routers are active, we have:B'C � E��� IbK R Z�X lbm \ B'C MausI$B'C y VN I�Q.B'C Mrz I�B�C D VN I�QR B�C M z IYXhZJ\ B'C D Vd I$Q l m R B'C M z IYXhZJ\ B'C y Vd I (12)

For ���� that benefits from the subcast from the source,
only the processing cost at the active routers and the free
receivers will change. Since they receive only once each
data packet, we can deduce from (7) and (11) the following
statements:B'C y Eb��� IbK9B�C y N I�Q lZnX l B'C yLdYI�Q lL|Z�X l B'C yL}^I (13)B'C � E ��� ILK B'C y VN I�Q.B'C Mrz I�B�C D VN I�QR B'C MazpIYXhZJ\ B'C D Vd I$Q lbm R B'C Mrz IYX[ZJ\:B�C y Vd I (14)

4.3 Protocols � � and ����

In the ��� protocol, the linked receivers benefit from the
subcast feature so they receive a data packet only once.
Therefore we have:B�C y E	� IbK9B�C y$NPI�Q lZnX l B'C y d I�Q lL|Z�X l B'C y } I (15)

For the other nodes, we have the same results as for the
� � protocol. In � �� , the free receivers behave as in � �� . For
the active routers, we can deduce from (8):B'C � EL��� ILK B'C y VN I Q0B'C M z I�B'C D VN IQ[_ N��� N B�C D Vd I$Q N����� N � B�C y Vd I (16)

For the other nodes, we have the same results as for the
��� protocol.

5 Numerical results

In this section, we analyze the generic protocols � � , ��� ,
� �� , ��� and � �� . For each protocol, we first examine the
overall throughput achieved by the protocol and then we fo-
cus on the throughput achieved separately by each node.
In addition, we will first consider that the active routers
have the same processing time as the receivers, then we will
study the impact of varying the processing time at the ac-
tive routers. The benefit of the subcast and the influence of
the active routers density ( � � ��� � ) in the model will be
considered too.

The throughput �  � achieved by node 4 under the pro-
tocol ����� � ��� � � � � � � � �� � � ���� is given by �  � � %��Yfhg 4  i
where 4�� �"! �$#��$#�% � � � ��������� � � � and fhg 4  i is the mean
processing time at node 4 under the protocol � . Therefore,
the overall throughput �  achieved by the protocol � can
be computed using �  ��;�&(' ))�  � / .

For the numerical evaluation, we take f[g !+* i � fhg # * i �,  .-0/ , f[g !.1 i � fhg # 1 i �32 , -0/ and fhg #�4 i �65:w7-0/ .
These values are those experimentally measured in [5].
For the mean processing time at the active routers, we setfhg ! =* i � f[g # =* i � ,  8-0/ and fhg ! =1 i � fhg # =1 i ��2 , -0/ ,
identical to the processing time of the end nodes. In [7], the
authors have measured a data packet processing time within
an active router of about 907:/ . They argue that this pro-
cessing time can be reduced at least by a factor of 10. The
study will also present results when varying the processing
power at the active routers. For the throughput computation
the packet size is set to 1024 bytes.

We begin by examining the overall throughput achieved
by the protocols ��� , ��� and ��� . Fig. 2 shows the overall
throughput achieved by ��� . We can see the benefit of active
routers ( �<;�  ) which permit a higher overall throughput,
even with a high loss rate, and especially in the case of a
large number of receivers. Although not shown, local or
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Figure 2. Throughput achieved by ���
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Figure 3. Throughput of the various nodes
with � � . p = 0.05, B = 10, 50% of active routers.

global NACK suppression strategies have very close perfor-
mances in terms of the overall throughput for very low loss
rates. However ��� performs better than ��� when the loss
probability increases (see [9] for more details).

In order to know which nodes yield the minimum
throughput, Fig. 3 plots the throughput achieved by each
node in the protocol � � as a function of the number of re-
ceivers with 50 % of active routers and a loss rate of 5 %.
We can observe that the minimal throughput in the system
is first introduced by active routers. Then the source turns
out to become the bottleneck. Although not shown, in ��� ,
the linked receivers achieve a higher throughput compared
to � � which does not benefit from the subcast facility. ���
presents a slightly higher throughput than � � mainly when
! increases[9].
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Figure 4. Linked receivers and active routers’
throughput ratio: ( ��� � ��� ).

5.1 Local suppression vs global suppression

Local suppression appears to provide slightly higher per-
formances in terms of the overall throughput. It has been
also observed that ��� performs better than ��� when the loss
rate increases. In order to deeply compare the two suppres-
sion strategies, Fig. 4 plots the ratio for � � and ��� of linked
receivers and active routers throughput as a function of the
loss probability. Different local group sizes are used. ���
performs better than � � at the active routers, mainly for
high loss rates. In the local suppression strategy, NACKs
are suppressed before they reach an active router. Thus jus-
tifying the benefit of this strategy for high loss probabilities.
At the linked receivers end, we can see that for reasonable
loss probabilities, � � performs better than � � . This is be-
cause the linked receivers under � � benefits from the sub-
cast service. In � � , a linked receiver receives only once a
data packet. However in ��� , a linked receiver could receive
more than one copy of the same data packet. Moreover,
it continues to receive NACKs from its active router every
time a receiver in its local group has experienced a loss.

5.2 Benefit of the subcast

The subcast facility has the advantage of unloading the
receivers and/or the active routers depending on whether we
benefit from this facility from the source or not. To see the
benefit of performing the subcast from the active routers as-
sociated to the linked receivers, Fig. 5 plots the throughput
ratio at a linked receiver in � � and ��� . We can see that the
subcast permits a higher throughput at the linked receivers
in ��� . The gain obtained with the subcast depends on the lo-
cal group size and the loss rate. These two parameters gives
an idea on the number of the receivers that have experienced
a loss.
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Figure 5. Benefit of the subcast for the linked
receivers ( ����� ��� ratio).
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Figure 6. Throughput of the various nodes in
���� ,p = 0.05, B = 10, 50% of active routers.

In addition to the linked receivers, performing the sub-
cast from the source allow to unload the active routers and
the free receivers. Fig. 6 shows that the subcast gives a
constant and higher throughput at all the nodes that benefit
from this facility. Note that in ���� , a “linked receiver” and a
“free receiver” achieve the same throughput. Both of them
benefit from the subcast feature.

To show the benefit of the subcast from the source, Fig.
7a and 7b plot the throughput gain at the free receivers and
the active routers as a function of the loss probability for � ��
and ��� , and for ���� and ��� respectively. Two different local
group sizes are used. It is worth to mention that the number
of free receivers ( ) � ' �-/+� ) is proportional to the local
group size (B). At the free receivers side, we can achieve a
gain of 5 or even 6 for a loss rate of 20 % and 50 % respec-
tively. We notice also that similar to the case of the linked
receivers in Fig. 5, the subcast is more beneficial in the pres-
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Figure 7. Benefit of the subcast from the
source (a) ���� � � � and (b) � �� � � � .

ence of a large number of free receivers. Moreover, for very
low and high loss rates, the subcast does not permit a no-
ticeable gain. For the active routers, we can see that unlike
� �� and ��� , � �� performs better than ��� even for high loss
rates. This is due to the fact that active routers in � �� receive
all the NACKs generated in the local group which consid-
erably increases with ! . However, � � suppresses NACKs
before they reach the active routers.

5.3 Active routers density

Fig. 8 shows the impact of the active routers density on
the protocol’s performances in terms of the overall through-
put. The figure plots the overall throughput gain achieved
by ��� as the number of active routers is increased compared
to the no active routers case. Several multiplicating factors
to the active routers’ processing power are applied. We can
see that with the same processing time at the active routers
and the receivers, the overall throughput can be an order of
magnitude higher if all the receivers are linked. Most inter-
estingly, if the active router’s processing power is divided
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by 10, we can still double the overall throughput provided
that 55 % of routers are active. Although not shown, in � �� ,
55 % of active routers are sufficient to double the perfor-
mances even when dividing the processing power by 20. � �
and ��� behave as ��� . ���� presents a slightly higher gain than
� �� for low loss probabilities (eg. 0.05) [9].

6 Conclusions

Reliable multicast is a difficult problem. Contributions
of active routers within the multicast tree can be used for
performing additional functionalities such as cache of data,
feedback aggregation or subcast. In order to evaluate the
potential of these mechanisms, we proposed five generic an-
alytical models derived from a corresponding protocol’s de-
scription: � � that uses the global NACK suppression strat-
egy, � � that uses local suppression instead, and � � that dif-
fers from � � by the subcast facility. ���� and � �� behave as � �
and � � respectively but benefit from a subcast facility from
the source. All five benefit from the cache of data.

Our analysis uses the processing requirements of the pro-
tocols to derive the achievable throughput at the various
nodes in the multicast tree. It appeared that local suppres-
sion, under the assumption that the random waiting time at a
receiver is well-chosen, requires less processing power than
global suppression mainly for high loss rates. Therefore
a dynamic scheme may show interesting results. We have
also shown the benefit of the subcast feature which allows a
higher and constant throughput. Thus unloading nodes that
benefit from this facility, especially when it is applied from
the source. Regarding the impact of the active router den-
sity on performances, all protocols have the same behavior:
the achievable throughput increases as the number of active

routers increases. Most interestingly, even with slower pro-
cessing power at the active routers, increasing their number
allows for more performances.

We are currently performing simulations in order to in-
vestigate deeper the processing and the buffering require-
ments of active reliable multicast. We are also in the pro-
cess of implementing the proposed mechanism in a high-
performance active environment called Tamanoir [2].
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